The Difference Between
Classic & Volume Lashes
Review the following information to learn
more about our lash extension services.
If you ever have any questions, just ask!
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Unsure Which Option Is Right For You? Let Our Experts Explain.
What the difference is between classic and volume lash extensions?
This is a question we are often asked in the salon. The biggest difference between the two is the
number of lashes that are applied to each natural lash. Classic lashes are when a single lash
extension is applied to a single natural lash. Volume lashes are when 2 or more lash extensions are
applied in the form of a fan. Volume lashes are typically 2-6 lashes that are ‘fanned’ symmetrically
and come to a perfect point at the bottom. The goal of volume lashes is to look fuller and give the
appearance of more volume between ﬁlls.
While classic and volume are the most popular techniques used, there are also hybrid lashes and
mega volume lashes. Hybrid lashes are when a tech will use both classic and volume techniques to
make the lashes appear fuller. Mega volume is just that, lots and lots of volume! Mega volume uses
lashes as tiny as .03 millimeters in diameter. Fans are between 6-15 lashes applied to one natural
lash. It can be a pretty heavy look for the average client to wear daily.

Now the question becomes which do you pick?
The True Russian volume technique is my favorite and, in my opinion, gives the best outcome. The
lashes I use are so soft and only .05 of a millimeter thick! I make the fans as I’m working through
each lash service I perform. My fans are between 2- 6 lashes (depending on what’s needed) and
applied with the smallest amount of adhesive. They look so natural! My clients always comment
how weightless they are and how that they can’t even feel them!
Aside from different techniques, there are also different lash diameters. This is where having a
technician who is properly trained comes into play. If the diameter of the lash is too thick, the
natural lash can be overloaded, causing breakage or premature shedding. There are many...

Continued on the next page...

Were you delighted with your experience? Please tell us why!
We need your reviews as they help us improve the experience for everyone and it helps prospective
clients decide whether to give us a try. To write a review, please visit kbellasalon.com/reviewus
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technicians that use pre-made fans for hybrid or volume lashes. While this is ok most of the time, if
multiple over-sized lashes are used and applied to one... natural lash, damage can occur. It is
important that your technician recommends the appropriate size lash because damage can be
permanent if it is continually happening.
Regardless of which look you think will best suit you, make sure you go to a well-trained technician
that can apply your lashes correctly. You don’t want to end up as one of those horror stories
because you decided to go to an untrained tech who was cheap. When you book with a K Bella
technician, you should feel safe and conﬁdent with their ability! They will take the time to explain all
of your options in order to get the look you desire. Don’t be afraid to book your appointment today!
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For the most up-to-date version of
these instructions, please visit:

kbellasalon.com/lashes

Follow Us!
Find us on Instagram and Facebook @kbellahairstudioandspa
and don’t forget to tag us with #kbellarocks.

Save On Services With Our Referral Program:
• Refer 3 new clients to the same stylist, Get a free haircut!
• Refer 3 new clients to the same esthetician, Get a free brow wax!
• Refer 1 new microblading client, Get a $50 Gift Card to K Bella!
• Refer 1 new lash lift client, Get 50% off your next lash lift!

Voted Best Brighton
Area Salon in 2019!

